It is shown that every compact 2-manifold is (homeomorphic to) the maximal ideal space of an antisymmetric algebra which is Dirichlet on its Silov boundary.
Theorem.
A is a Dirichlet algebra on C; its maximal ideal space is M and its Silov boundary is C. Let tx, t2 be two points of C and let ôrx, ôt2 be the point masses at tx, r2, respectively. Unless A separates rlf t2, ôtx-ôt2 will be a real annihilating measure which is not in W. Now suppose zx, z2 are interior to A and A fails to separate them. Let ax, a2 be the harmonic measure for zx, z2 respectively. Then ax-a2 would be a real annihilating measure. Hence ax-a2 = v, v odd. However ax-a2 is absolutely continuous. A contradiction. Finally, if zxeC and z2 is interior to A a similar argument applies. Q.E.D.
Lemma 6. The space of maximal ideals of AV(A) is homeomorphic to Proof.
It must be shown that, if « is a homomorphism of A onto the complex numbers, then « is evaluation at some point of M. If « is not evaluation at any point of M, then for each z e A, there is an/, with h(fA=0,fz(z)r^0.
Since M is compact, we can select a finite number of functions /,, /" in A such that h(fA and open sets A¿ in A such that (JÎ A-A and/5^0 in the closure A¿ of A¡. Let a be a representing measure for « on F, i.e. h(f)=$fdo, all feA. Then Sf'fido= h(f-fi)=h(f) ■ «(/)=0 z"=l, 2, •••,«, /e ,4. Thus/ ¿o-annihilates ^, therefore/ da=dp(+dvi, pteH, vt odd. Hence, f(dpi+dvA=fjfi da= fi(dp¡ + dvA and so / dpi-fi dp-fi dvj-f dv^ Since the right side is odd and the left side is absolutely continuous, both sides vanish. Let 0¿ dz denote the measure in H such that J1«i = Oi dz. Then/0¿=/03-a.e. on F and so/0¿=/03 also for z eint A. We can therefore unambiguously define O on A by 0(z)=Oi(z)(/(z))-1
for z e At. Then O dz e H. We define a measure 'v on T by dv=(fA~1 dv¡ on T by dv=(f)~1 dv{ on rnA¡. Then v is well defined and odd. Then / do=ff& dz+fi dv on TnA¿.
Since/#0 on A¿ we deduce da=Q> dz+dv. But then 1 = J da=f O dz+ J A=0. Contradiction. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem. Combine Lemmas 4, 5, and 6. Q.E.D.
